Sorority Adopts Charity
V.D. to be Theme of Drive

The sisters of Iota Sigma Rho (standing for I'd Sell myself for an Engagement Ring), Bahrs' most prestigious sorority, have adopted a new national charity, according to Philanthropes Chairman Desiere Schwartz. The sisters will now be shaking their cans to eliminate venereal disease. The girls had formerly labored for the National Council to Expose Unscrupulous Eye-Makeup Manufacturers.

Miss Schwartz said that the girls hated to make a value judgement between two such worthy causes, but the final vote reflected the girls' belief that V.D. was the more pressing problem. Miss Schwartz, with a note of alarm in her otherwise perfect Flatbushese, cited the rising figures of females being gouged in elevators to substantiate her fears.

As the sisters of ISR consider themselves individuals who further develop their own personalities by associating with the sorority, each girl was permitted to "do her own thing" to combat V.D. in the opening of the drive last month.

"The girls are currently placing "Don't Wrap It - Bag the Girls" posters in all classrooms and their educational affairs committee is preparing a booklet entitled "You Just Don't Get It From Public Lecturers" or "How To Tell A Cold Sore From The Other Kind."

The sorority's manyrade entities (two with their girlfriends as beautiful as the ISR sisters) and female detractors (who are just because of the girls' ravishing looks and delightful personalities) will surely be silenced by this active display of school citizenship.

ASS Men In Confrontation With Pres.
Demands Presented By Comptroller

Reports have it that President Weaver's office again became the scene of yet another student protest.

On October 30, 88 members of ASS, Accounting Students Society, barged into the 16th floor domain of the Man, your friend and ally, Robert C. from DC. The following is an eye-witness report by TICKLER reporter L. Rohde.

When they first entered Weaver's office, the secretaries became very startled hearing the noise which never heard, obscenity coming from Brookes Brothers suits.

ASS is rumored to have said, "Oh, my Lord, what are we coming to when times such as these?"

The leader of the group, who called himself the Comptroller, rasped: "It's not what we like too."

"They went a memo to the ASS men demanding to be "Saxe, Max, Income Tax, LIFO, FIFO, Income Tax." In counterpoint, a section of Saxe shouted "A.P.B. Opinion 2" and Briand's lectures we like too.""

The secretary then talked directly to the Comptroller. "Who are you?" she said.

"We are the hyper-militant ASS," said the Comptroller.

On one side of the office, I could see Weaver peering through a keyhole. His field of vision would have enabled him to spot the revolutionary uniform of the ASS, a black pinstriped suit with a white button down oxford shirt (with gravy stains), and a full parade of Samsonite attaché cases.

On the Comptroller's command, the ASS put down the cases in unison. This made a triple doorknob sound. Upon leaving the room, Weaver came out and the confrontation began.

The members formed ranks of junior accountants, professors, CPA's and others.

They began to chant: "Dobbs be the window, credits by the door."

Above the din, Weaver asked what they wanted to see him about. The comptroller snapped open the spring latch of his attaché case and lugged out a sheet of double-very joint paper.

In a blow-by-blow rendition of the row between Saxe and the ASS, he read the whole, the worst of the ASS before the implementation of the farce account.

ASS chanted: "A.P.B. Opinion 2, FIFO, LIFO, no." The secretary then applied his counterpoint explaining how each of the other matters, but rather is part of the world-wide Communist conspiracy that is seeking to destroy this great nation by making moral degradations of our youth.

The Lam post Leavers' Society is an organization of assorted long-haired weirdos, dope fiends and sexual perverts.

(Continued on Page 3)
Tickler Ceases Publication

The Tickler will cease publication in the fall of 1969, according to its editor: Mordecai B. Roset. Ms. Taber produced her final issue this week.

Mordecai B. Roset, who has been a student at Baruch since 1967, said that the Tickler will be replaced by the Baruch News, which will be published weekly.

"We decided to change the name of the newspaper to reflect the change in the publication schedule," he said. "The Baruch News will be more informative and will provide more accurate information than the Tickler ever did.

"We have also decided to change the format of the newspaper to make it more reader-friendly," he continued. "The new format will include more photos and graphics, and will be easier to read.

"We hope that the Baruch News will be a better source of news and information for the Baruch community," he said. "We will be working hard to make sure that the Baruch News is as accurate and as informative as possible."
Horse Is Admitted To BMBC

Under a new program administered by the Department of Agriculture, Lightening the Super Horse, has been enrolled in the School of Business and Public Administration at City-Wide. Congress voted funds for this program in an all-night session last August. The bill, sponsored by Senator Education, was proposed to make up for years of indifference to the problems of horse education in America.

Lightening was selected from a group of deprived horses living in the police stables near Central Park. Lightening's family had been on City-Wide since 1942. The former racehorse, a trotter at Belmont, was convicted and sent to stable for doping up a jockey. The horse has a poor educational background. In 1943, he was expelled for an entire term. After being re-admitted, he was expelled again because he answered the authorities in front of the school buildings.

Lightening is selected in a City-Wide competition held on September 30. He outshone every other horse in Math and English, and he nosed out the rest because he answered the authorities behind their back.
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The horse has a poor educational background. In 1943, he was expelled for an entire term. After being re-admitted, he was expelled again because he answered the authorities in front of the school buildings.

Lightening has been at Baruch for two months now. His program is very interesting. In his physical education class, he is the fastest runner, and his hind legs have proved effective in his boxing class.

Lightening himself is responsible for a new addition to the sociology curriculum: the teaching of horse norms in the introduction and a first-year college in nurse habits in these places.

But a horse's academic non-admission and apparatus has helped him get a necessary accounting paper made to specification. He tends to the latter Large. And a writer of the Baruch Staff-when it was noticed that others objected to his book-

Among other additions to the College because of Lightening's education are: a venereal disease with cat, and a mental illness. The tenth edition of the Annual Catalogue of Students' Services, and a buzzer to indicate the change of classes as the bell only served to confuse Lightening.

Lightening maintains that although he finds the educational experience fine, he wishes more students were friendlier. He finds that all they do is, "Hey, dig that horse." In fact, the only person who speaks to him is President Weaver. They talk about acquaintances they have in common from the Department of Agriculture.

Why don't we Baruchians show this new member of our community how good we are: take the horse to lunch.